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ABSTRACT

Video object detection is challenging because objects that are easily detected in
one frame may be difficult to detect in another frame within the same clip. Re-
cently, there have been major advances for doing object detection in a single im-
age. These methods typically contain three phases: (i) object proposal generation
(ii) object classification and (iii) post-processing. We propose a modification of
the post-processing phase that uses high-scoring object detections from nearby
frames to boost scores of weaker detections within the same clip. We show that
our method obtains superior results to state-of-the-art single image object detec-
tion techniques. Our method placed 3rd in the video object detection (VID) task
of the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2015 (ILSVRC2015).

1 INTRODUCTION

Single image object detection has experienced large performance gains in the last few years Girshick
et al. (2014), Girshick (2015), Ren et al. (2015), Russakovsky et al. (2015), He et al. (2015). Video
object detection, on the other hand, still remains an open problem. This is mainly because objects
that are easily detected in one frame may be difficult to detect in another frame within the same
video clip. Some reasons for this difficulty include: (i) drastic scale changes (ii) occlusion and (iii)
motion blur. In this work we propose a simple extension of single image object detection to help
overcome these difficulties.

The main contributions of our work are as follows:

1. We present Seq-NMS, a method to improve object detection pipelines for video data.
Specifically, we modify the post-processing phase to use high-scoring object detections
from nearby frames in order to boost scores of weaker detections within the same clip.

2. We evaluate Seq-NMS on the ImageNet VID dataset and show that it outperforms state-
of-the-art single image-based methods. We show that our method is helpful in cases where
single frames contain objects that are at extreme scales, occluded, or blurred. We present
specific instances where our Seq-NMS improves performance.

3. Our method placed 3rd in the video object detection (VID) task of the ImageNet Large
Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2015 (ILSVRC2015).

2 OUR APPROACH

We use ideas from the ”tracking by detection” literature Wolf et al. (1989), Bercla et al. (2006),
Perera et al. (2006) to combine individual detections into sequences, and then we use the sequences
to re-score individual bounding boxes. Consider the example video clip given in Figure 1. For each
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Figure 1: Simple Example of Seq-NMS. Given a video sequence of region proposals and their
corresponding class scores, Seq-NMS links bounding boxes in adjacent frames iff they have an IoU
greater than 0.5. It then selects boxes to maximize a sequence’s sum of scores. The selected boxes
are then used to suppress overlapping boxes in their respective frames and are subsequently rescored
using either the maximum score in the sequence or the average (above).

pair of adjacent frames, a box in the first frame is linked with a box in the second frame if their
IoU is above a threshold. We find such linkages across the entire clip. Then, we attempt to find the
maximum score chain across the entire clip, by finding the sequence of linkages such that the sum
of object scores of all the boxes in the sequence is maximized. This can be found efficiently using
a very simple dynamic programming algorithm that maintains the maximum score chain so far at
each box. The algorithm returns a set of chained boxes (bi, bi+1, . . . , bj). The chained boxes are
then removed from the set of boxes we link over. We also do suppression within frames such that
if a bounding box in frame t, t ∈ [i, j], has an IoU with bt over some threshold, it is also removed
from the set of candidate boxes. This algorithm is then repeated until a length 1 chain is returned.

After chains are extracted, the constituent bounding boxes can be reweighted. The simplest
reweighting scheme is to set each bounding box’s object score to the average of object scores across
the chain. Another approach is to set the score to the maximum score across the chain. We experi-
mented with both approaches.

3 EXPERIMENTS

We validate our approach by conducting experiments on both the validation and test sets of the
ImageNet VID dataset. Our system uses the region proposal network (RPN) and the classifier of the
Faster R-CNN framework Ren et al. (2015). The RPN is based is a Zeiler Fergus style network Zeiler
& Fergus (2014) while the classifier is a VGG16 network Simonyan & Zisserman (2014) pre-trained
on the ImageNet DET challenge. During the post-processing phase, we considered three different
techniques: (i) single image NMS (ii) Seq-NMS (avg) (iii) Seq-NMS (max). Seq-NMS (avg) and
Seq-NMS (max) rescored the sequences selected by Seq-NMS using the average or max detection
scores respectively. Table 1 shows our performance on the ImageNet VID validation and test sets.
Our Seq-NMS (avg) model achieved 3rd place in VID task of the ImageNet 2015 competition 1.
Figure 2 shows which classes experienced the largest gains in performance when switching from
single image NMS to Seq-NMS (avg). In Figure 3, we present clips from the ImageNet VID dataset
where Seq-NMS improved performance.
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Table 1: Method comparison on ImageNet VID validation and test set.
Method mAP(%) - (Validation) mAP(%) - (Test)

VGG net + NMS 44.9 43.4
VGG net + Seq-NMS (max) 50.5 47.5
VGG net + Seq-NMS (avg) 51.4 48.7

Figure 2: Absolute improvement in mAP (%) using Seq-NMS. The improvement is relative to single
image NMS. Note that 7 classes have higher than 10% improvement, and only two classes show
decreased performance (train and whale).
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Figure 3: Example video clips where Seq-NMS improves performance. The boxes represent a
sequence selected by Seq-NMS. Clips are subsampled to provide examples of high and low scoring
boxes. In clips a, b, and e, the object becomes more and more occluded as it exits the frame, leading
to lower scores. Meanwhile, in clips c and d, the object of interest has a low classifier score because
it is either very small or blurred, respectively. In all of these cases, Seq-NMS’ rescoring significantly
boosts the weaker detections by using the strong detections from adjacent frames.
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